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The Ultimate Railway Hobby 
Take control of authentic licensed locomotives, drive real-world routes and customise your experience with Steam Workshop.








Routes & Locos
Included with Train Simulator Classic to start your collection are three authentically recreated routes and 10 officially licensed locomotives.

PEGNITZTALBAHN

LONG ISLAND RAIL ROAD

HUDDERSFIELD LINE


PEGNITZTALBAHN
Bavaria, Germany, and Czech Republic
The picturesque countryside of Bavaria awaits! Lean into the scenic unelectrified curves and lush forested hills of Germany with Pegnitztalbahn. Featuring the DB BR 612 with tilting technology that makes easy work of the twisting lines from Nürnberg to Bayreuth.









Your Hobby
Train Simulator Classic is the starting place for your virtual rail hobby. Steam, electric, diesel, modern, historic, freight, passenger… Whatever your rail passion there's something for everyone with endless ways to create your perfect rail experience.
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Collection
Train Simulator Classic is just beginning of your new hobby. Build a dream collection of your favourite routes, locomotives, trains and rolling stock from a vast array of content. With hundreds of DLC available and new releases every month.
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STEAM WORKSHOP
Browse the Steam Workshop in Train Simulator Classic to expand on your routes and locos by selecting community created content. Discover new challenging Scenarios and more for the routes and locos you own.
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EDITOR
Use the Train Simulator Classic Editor to design your own scenarios using your favourites locomotives and routes. Everything you create can also be shared to the Steam Workshop for other railfans to enjoy.







Get the Deluxe Edition
Celebrate 100 years of the most famous steam locomotive in the world! The Deluxe Edition of Train Simulator Classic includes the Flying Scotsman Centenary and East Coast Main Line London-Peterborough. Rack up over 300 miles of famous main line steam running across 10 scenarios on the foot plate of Gresley's almighty LNER A3 Pacific.
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